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Planes is at the ea,;tern noso of the dyke with mineral 
between its slate roof and the porphyry. 

Tho porphyry, which is near a mineral mass, iR 
fractured and also sheared. The shearing appears 
as an approximation to a rough irregular cleavage. 
The fracturing gives a coarse cross pattern and the 
fractures are now filled with pyrites, chalcopyrite, and 
ganguo. The ensemble of these veinlets is called a 
stockwork. 

The stockwork iR always found below or to tho side 
of the mineral, and extends both horizontally and 
vertically for considerable observable distances from 
the rnasses. 

I believe that the rnasses were fed from depth by the 
solut,ionB tra'venriny these channel-wnys. 

In regard to the shearing and fracturing, it would 
appear that forces other than t,hose usually t,ermed 
orogenic, that, is, large scale tangential comrressive 
forces, must be called in to oxplain their origin. The 
reason is that any forces of sufficient magnitude to 
shear and fracture the porphyry would have pulver
ised the slates to a degree not seen in the areas around 
the dyke. It follows that one should look for the 
cause within the porphyry mass itself. Where stock
work is strongest there is less shearing and vice versa. 
Furthermore, the strike and dip of the ;;hearing 
approximately parallels the contact of the porphyry 
and slate. These fact,R Room to indicate (a) that the 
shearing is the result of injectional pressure, and (b) 
that the shattering took place following the crystal
lisation of the magma when torsional forces were 
brought into play by ~light upward or downward 
movements of the semi-liquid magma beneath itR 
chilled roof. ½11ere a shear stnwture existed, the 
movement was taken up along the ah-eady existing 
lines of weakness, but where the magma had crys
tallised normally the rom1lt, was a sh-attering. The 
pattern of the shattering on any plane resembles 
clo::soly that which was produced by Daubree in his 
clasRical experiment on the torsional effects on a glass 
plate (" Etmles synthetiques do Gcologie Expcri
mentale." Paris, 187!}.) 

As the magma cooled, pressures were brought to 
bear on the interior of the porphyry mass and the 
mineral bearing solutions were caused to circulate 
upwards through the fractured zone. These solv.tions 
replaced the softened and comminuted slate, which bad 
suffered alteration by the intrusion of tho porphyry, 
and to a certain extent the porphyry itself. It, may 
be asked why all the slate at the slate-porphyry con
tact is not thus altered an<l therefore in a state favour
able for replacement. Tho answer is that where the 
porphyry has C'Ul ucroBs the Blaty cleavage or where the 
porphyry has included keel-shaped maBBes of Blate, ·it 
has had the opportunity of altering the slates. Where 
the porphyry has simply slid up along the slat,y 
cleavage there has been little alteration, because the 
slate is almost impermeaule to solutions in a direction 
normal to a cleavage plane. 

G. VIBJ<JR'l' DOUGLAS. 

Geological Department, 
Rio Tinto Mines, Spain, Sept. 1927. 

The Electric Arc in High Vacuum. 
WHATEVER the mechanism of the electric arc, wo 

can scarcely expect an arc to strike and to persist 
under pressures so low as to render diflicult the 
passage of a high voltage discharge. H?wever, in 
the course of some experiments on the discharge of 
electricity through gases, it was obsorvod that under 
certain conditions an olo()tric arc carrying many 
amperes can be maintained in a vacuum as high as 
0·001 mm. 
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The eloct,rode::s A, B, and O (Fig. ] ) are placed 
under a large bell-jar of 12 litres capacity. Electrode 
A is a heavy rod or block of metal enclosed in B, 
an electrode in the shape of a box made of heavy 
metal gauze or perforated plate. Electrode C is 
compm10d of a circular plate and an insu latod platinum 
strip stretched across an opening in the plate ; it 
may be used either a,; a cold electrode or as a \Vehnelt 
cathode. Electrodes A and B can be connected to 
the 230 volt, lino, and electrode C to a source of high 
potential. When a vacuum is produced under the 
bell-jar and a high voltage di,;charge passed between 
0 and B, an arc strikes uetween A and B and keeps 
going after the auxiliary cliseharge is stopped. The 
higher the vacuum, the easier tho arc starts. At 
0·001 mm. pressure, EL p.d. of 60 volts across A and B 
is suffieient to start the arc, at 0·05 mm. 120 volts 
iA necessary, while at 1 mm. pressure a p.d. of 230 
volts is not sufficient,. During the passage of the 
arc the prrn,mre under the bell-jar nn,turally increases, 
but if the electrodes A, n, and Oare previously freed 
from 1,he occluded gases by a prolonged dischargo 
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and t,he moisture in the vessel removed by phos
phorus pentoxide, this increase becomes very small. 
In one oxporirnent, for exarnple, n,n arc carrying 
3 amperes for 10 seconds raised the pres,;urn to only 
0·002 mm., and at this pressure, after the arc had 
been interrupted, the high voltage discharge from 
electrode C st,ill passed with difficulty, showing the 
characteriRtic green fluorescence on tho walls of the 
bell-jar. The fact that _with small potential differ
ences practically unlirnit,ed currents can pass between 
electrodes A and n, while the low pressure makes it 
almost impossible for tho discharge to pass from tho 
eledrodo (J in spite of the high potimtial applied, is 
very surprising, and indicates that the mechanism 
of the electric arc is radically different from that of an 
01·dinary discharge. 

The arc has been produced wit,h copper, brass, 
iron, and aluminium electrodes. It Rhows the usual 
current-voltage characteristic, the p.d. across the 
electrodes dropping to about 20 volts when the 
current is increased to 30 ampores. When the aro 
strikes, a, brilliant spot appears on tho surface of the 
cathode and continuously changes its position as in 
the ease of a 1nercury arc. 

An interesting feature of the arc is the unilateral 
relationship wh{ch tho polarity of t,he arc must bear 
to the polarity of the auxiliary <lischarge between 
(} and B. If C is an anode, the arc strikes in
dependently of the direction of the field between 
its electrodes A and B, but when O is m1ed as a 
cathode the arc strikes only when A is the anode in 
the arc circuit. This property of tho arc has been 
,mccessfully employed in some experiments in 
rectifying alternating current. S. RATNER. 

Physics Laboratories, 
Columbia University, 

New York, Aug. 30. 
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